Swish, Swoosh! Swish, Swoosh! One day, a pirate named Amanda was mopping while Cowboy Captain Jedidiah was making prisoners who were held captive walk the plank. Out of all the prisoners, one particular prisoner was never made to walk the plank and his name was Dave. There was just something about him the pirates needed, but they weren't sure what it was.
The next day, Amanda yelled out, “Captain, can we take a break? It’s hot out here!” Immediately, when Amanda finished her mopping, Dave whispered to her, “Pssst, Amanda, over here.” Amanda ran over super-fast to see what was going on! “What is it”, Amanda whispered? “Look what I’ve found! It’s a thing full of cold stuff and the best part is... drum roll please... da da da da da da da da da da! You can eat it”, said Dave. “Oh wow!”, said Amanda. “Let me try.”
What?

Look what I found!
Then, they heard a loud sound that went BOOM, BOOM, AHHH! “What was that”, they all exclaimed. “I think it was me”, said a deep, booming voice. “It was I, the Rain Spirit. I know things that will happen in the future. I’m the one who gave Dave a popsicle. Here, you can all have one. But, just to be warned, in two days I know there will be a huge storm, da da daaah!” “Uh oh, I kind of forgot how to swim”, Amanda said. Dave stayed very quiet.
Before anyone knew it, it was two days later and the storm was at the ship. “Jump! The storm is hitting the ship, and it is starting to catch on fire”, the captain said! “Ok, if you say so,” Amanda said. The prisoners broke from their chains. Everyone on the ship jumped and rose back up, but Amanda didn’t! Dave said, “I’ll get her, don’t worry!”
When Dave finally reached Amanda, she was holding treasure. Dave quickly grabbed Amanda and brought her back up to the surface. Jedediah, the ship’s captain, said, “I owe you one bud! You can now be out of captivity!” Then, they all lived happily ever after.